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Lyman-⍺ transit transmission spectroscopy provides direct
observational evidence of ongoing atmospheric escape.
However observations are not easy to interpret since they
depend on the interaction of the escaping gas with the space
environment. Our aim is to create a simple physical model,
which can highlight the important physics determining what
we observe.

Introduction

Observation of a Lyman-⍺ transit

Guided by 3D hydrodynamics simulations
of the interaction between the escaping gas
and the stellar wind performed by McCann
et al (2019), shown in figures 2 & 3, we
model the outflowing gas in an elliptic cyli-
nder. The geometry is outlined in figures 4
& 5. In this simple model, we keep the axis
of the cylinder, height and depth constant.
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Using Lyman-⍺ transits to provide insight into atmospheric escape

Figure 1: Snapshots of the Lyman-⍺ emission line of GJ436 during 
the transit of GJ436b.  The in-transit and post-transit observations 
show significant absorption at blue shifted wavelengths, which can 
be interpreted as absorption by hydrogen moving towards the 
observer. Figure from Owen (2019), adapted from Ehrenreich et al 
(2013) with permission. 

The line core is polluted due to absorption by hydrogen in
the interstellar medium and geo-coronal emission hence is
useless for modelling.

Simulations of atmospheric escape do not produce gas
velocities large enough to explain the blue shifted
absorption features. Interactions with the stellar wind, the
generation of energetic neutral atoms and radiation
pressure are thought to be mechanisms which could
accelerate the gas to the required velocities to be detected.
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Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the outflowing gas shaped into a planetary tail. The left and right panel shows the system geometry when observed top-down
(left), or side-on (right). The cloud of escaping hydrogen moves away from the planet with a bulk velocity (DC - represented by the blue arrows) and is
progressively ionized, reducing the Lyman-alpha optical depth.

play a role and will need to be calculated in more detail in quanti-
tative models, as we have neglected the contribution from pressure.
However, this approximate size scale agrees with what would be
obtained in hydrostatic equilibrium (e.g. 2B/⌦, with 2B the isother-
mal sound speed) as DC ⇠ 2B since the planetary wind is thermally
launched.

2.2 Ionization of the tail

Since the scale of the tail is larger than that of the planet, and
the wind is ultimately launched by the absorption of EUV photons
close to the planet the tail is going to be optically thin to stellar
EUV photons. We can confirm this with a simple calculation: the
optical depth to 13.6eV photons through the tail is approximately
gEUV ⇠ 2=HIf13.6 eV'

⌘
where =HI is the number density of neu-

tral hydrogen and f13.6 eV is the cross-section to ionizing photons.
Rewriting the number density in terms of the mass-flux we find:
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with - the ionization fraction and % the period. Thus even under
the conservative assumptions of the maximal EUV absorption cross-
section (remember f / a�3) and fully neutral hydrogen the tail is
optically thin to stellar EUV photons.

Thus as gas progresses along the cylinder it will absorb stellar
EUV photons and be progressively ionized. In the optically thin
limit the evolution of the ionized fraction is given by:
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where � is the optically thin photoionization rate and U
�

is the case-
A recombination coe�cient1. The optically thin photo-ionzation
rate is given by:
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1 Note since the tail is optically thin to EUV photons, it will be optically
thin to ionizing photons produced via ground-state recombination. Thus,
we make the “optically-thin” nebula approximation, rather than the more
commonly-used, but incorrect in this case, on-the-spot approximation.

where ⌘a is a representative EUV photon which we take to be 20eV,
and f

a
is the photoionization cross-section for these photons. In

using the case-A recombination coe�cient we have assumed that
all ionizing recombination photons can freely escape the tail. As we
have demonstrated the tail is optically thin to 13.6eV photons this
approximation is justified. As we shall see when we numerically
solve Equation 4, we can typically drop the recombination term and
it is convenient to re-arrange for the neutral fraction N = 1 � - .
Thus, the governing equation for the steady-state neutral fraction
along the cylinder becomes:
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mN
m✓
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where ✓ is the distance along the cylinder’s axis. Equation 6 can be
solved to give the neutral fraction along the cylinder as:

N = N0 exp
✓
� �
DC
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◆
(7)

with N0 the neutral fraction of the gas the planet injects into the
cylinder. A Lyman-U transit will be present if the tail is optically
thick to Lyman-U photons. Thus as the gas in the tail recedes from
the planet and becomes progressively ionized and hence more op-
tically thin to Lyman-U photons the tail will become transparent
and cease to give rise to a transit signature. We can calculate the
length along the tail at which this will happen by finding the distance
relative to the planet a fluid parcel has travelled before it becomes
optically thin to Lyman-U photons. Namely, finding the value of ✓
when 2'

⌘
=HIf!HU ⇠ 1. Solving for this length we find:
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where ✓� encodes the mean-free path of a neutral hydrogen atom
before it’s photoionized and T? includes all the terms in the log
term. This term represents the Lyman-U optical depth through the
cylinder at it’s start - i.e. where the planet’s Hill sphere connects to
the cylinder. Now if we consider the basic outcome of a transit we
determine two quantities: the transit depth and the transit duration.
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Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the outflowing gas shaped into a planetary tail. The left and right panel shows the system geometry when observed top-down
(left), or side-on (right). The cloud of escaping hydrogen moves away from the planet with a bulk velocity (DC - represented by the blue arrows) and is
progressively ionized, reducing the Lyman-alpha optical depth.

play a role and will need to be calculated in more detail in quanti-
tative models, as we have neglected the contribution from pressure.
However, this approximate size scale agrees with what would be
obtained in hydrostatic equilibrium (e.g. 2B/⌦, with 2B the isother-
mal sound speed) as DC ⇠ 2B since the planetary wind is thermally
launched.
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section (remember f / a�3) and fully neutral hydrogen the tail is
optically thin to stellar EUV photons.
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with N0 the neutral fraction of the gas the planet injects into the
cylinder. A Lyman-U transit will be present if the tail is optically
thick to Lyman-U photons. Thus as the gas in the tail recedes from
the planet and becomes progressively ionized and hence more op-
tically thin to Lyman-U photons the tail will become transparent
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Figure 2. The lines show the evolution of the cylinders radial velocity as
a function of length along the cylinder for di�erent values of the strength
of the planetary wind ((?). A detectable transit (as indicated by the green
region) requires the cylinder obtains a radial velocity that is a significant
fraction of the stellar wind velocity (taken here to be a half, purely for a
demonstration) before it becomes optically thin to Lyman-U photons (i.e.
when ✓/✓� > log T?). The red region indicates where the cylinder is too
ionized (and therefore transparent to Lyman-U photons) and would not yield
any obscuration of the star whereas the magenta regions shows points in the
cylinder which are opaque to Lyman-U, but do not have su�cient radial
velocity to be observed in the blue-wing.

of a Lyman-U transit does not necessary mean that the planet is
not necessarily undergoing atmospheric escape, or doesn’t possess
a hydrogen dominated atmosphere. In fact as we show later we can
reproduce the observed non-detections for several sub-neptunes,
simply due to the fact the escaping gas is photoionized before the
stellar wind can acclerate it. Finally, we note that while our results
are sensitive to the assumed height of the cylinder ('E ) they are
independent of the depth of the cylinder. This result is expected as
both the optical depth and radial acceleration only source the the
surface density horizontally through the cylinder.

2.4 Quantitative examples

So far we have tried to work without specification of real parameters
to illuminate the fundamental physics at work. However, here we
consider several real examples to give a sense of the scales. We
consider a hot jupiter like system ('? = 1.43 R� , "? = 1 M� )
and a sub-neptune like system ('? = 2.5 R� , "? = 5 M�), around
a solar-type star which outputs 1 ⇥ 1028 erg s�1 in the EUV and
has a wind mass-loss rate comparable to the Sun’s of §"� = 2 ⇥
10�14 M� yr�1 and velocity of 150 km s�1 at the location of the
planet. We assume the gas launched by the planet into the tail is
pure atomic hydrogen, with a temperature of 104 K and velocity of
10 km s�1. We estimate the mass-loss rates from the energy-limited
model:

§"F = [
c'3

?
�EUV

⌧"?

(17)

where we pick a constant e�ciency of [ = 0.1. We include recombi-
nation in our solution for the ionization fraction (e.g. we numerically
solve Equation 4 along the tail using the ����� ODE library, Hind-
marsh & Petzold 2005) to demonstrate that it’s only important in a
few special cases of extremely highly irradiated planets.

2.4.1 Contribution from inside the planet’s Hill sphere

Even though the material inside the planet’s Hill sphere is unlikely
to be strongly e�ected by the stellar wind and tidal forces it can still
be optically thick in the blue-wing simply because the material is
so optically thick in the line-core that the Lorentzian-wings are also
optically thick. We can crudely estimate this contribution by consid-
ering the density profile to follow a = / A�2 profile, appropriate for
steady spherical flow with a constant velocity, which well approx-
imates the outflow outside the sonic point (and will underestimate
the optical depth interior to the sonic point). Thus, the optical depth
as a function of distance from the planet (✓?) is given by:
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where =? is the number density of neutral hydrogen at the planet’s
radius and G is a co-ordinate along the line-of-sight to the star. To
account for the fact the velocity in the sphere contains material gas
travelling both away from and towards the observer we broaden the
Lyman-U cross-section with an artificial thermal velocity of 2DC .

2.4.2 Lyman-U optical depths

In Figure 3 we show the average optical depths in the Lyman-U
blue-wing for a sub-neptune and hot jupiter in orbits ranging from
0.025 to 0.4 AU around a sun-like star. These results show that
long Lyman-U transits are associated with fairly weak irradiation
levels, e.g. EUV fluxes around ⇠500 erg s�2 cm�2, at these fluxes
the ionization rate of neutral hydrogen is slow enough to allow it
too remain su�ciently neutral to 10-100’s of planetary radii, yet
are still able to be accelerated e�ciently by the stellar wind. At
very low-fluxes . 30 erg s�2 cm�2 the planetary winds are just
too rarefied to present any detectable transit, while at high fluxes
& 1000 erg s�2 cm�2 the tail is too rapidly ionized by the star
before it can be acclerated into the blue-wing of the Lyman-U line,
for example, the 0.05AU hot jupiter. Generally, we also see that
any transit will primarily due to material accelerated towards the
observer by the stellar wind in the tail, but in certain cases material in
the planet’s Hill sphere will provide a small correction to the transit
at early times. Therefore, in more detailed modelling considering
both the tail and the planet’s Hill sphere will be important when
quantitatively comparing to the transit observations.

As expected we generally find recombination is unimportant
(the approximately flat line at large distances for the 0.05 AU sub-
neptune is controlled by recombination), it does play an important
role in strongly irradiated planets, particularly the hot jupiter. If we
consider both the 0.025 AU sub-neptune and hot jupiter, we see that
the planetary hill sphere might give rise to a Lyman-U signature
during primary transit of the planet4. Then at a distance of several
stellar radii (and thus ⇠ 10 hours after primary transit) the tail is
accelerated to su�ciently high velocity towards the observer that it’s
optically thick in the blue-wing. Material this far from the planet is
in ionization-recombination equilibrium. Thus, one would see the
slightly unusual signature of a small Lyman-U transit concurrent
with the planetary transit and then a second Lyman-U transit several
hours later. In fact the 3D radiation-hydrodynamic simulations of

4 Although in the case of the sub-neptune it’s unclear if a 1% transit depth
is detectable, or if a sub-neptune can survive with a hydrogen dominated
atmosphere at 0.025 AU.
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Fig 6: This highlights how the competition
between stellar wind pressure and EUV
flux determines the presence of an
observable transit. Sp is a parameter that
tracks the strength of the planetary wind
compared to the stellar wind. Lowering Sp,
whilst keeping the EUV flux constant,
accelerates the hydrogen gas more quickly
and makes the transit more detectable.
Figure from Owen et al (in prep)

The stellar wind exerts a radial pressure
force therefore the gas gets progressively
radially accelerated as it travels along the
cylinder. Similarly, as the gas travels along
the cylinder, it gets progressively ionized by
EUV radiation.

In order to see a transit the gas must be
accelerated to sufficiently high velocities
whilst remaining neutral enough to be
optically thick to Lyman-⍺. The competition
between these two factors determines
whether the transit of the cylinder can be
observed.

Fig 7: This shows an 
example transit for a 
close Hot Jupiter. 
There are two 
features. A short 
shallow feature 
corresponding to the 
hill sphere transit, 
and then a long deep 
feature corresponding 
to the cylinder.

Fig 8: This shows 
an example transit 
for a typical Sub-
Neptune. There is 
a deep long feature 
resulting from the 
transit of the 
cylinder.  

Using the model, we can do synthetic transits for 
different classes planets with an escaping hydrogen 
atmosphere. 

We will look to make the model more realistic by dropping the
assumptions that the height, depth and axis of the cylinder are
constant in line with hydrodynamics simulations. Since it is
computationally simple, we hope to evaluate the model over a
large range of parameters to aid understanding of which planets
are good targets for detection of atmospheric escape via Lyman-
⍺ transits.
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